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• Why do TNC-user-focused data collection?

• What do we know about TNC users?

• How did we design our project?

• Share some preliminary results.



Why do a large-scale survey of TNC users?
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As popular as TNCs are, there is limited quality data available 

to inform planning, modeling, and policy-making responses

• Project is designed to fill gaps by:

– Using rigorous methods (e.g., probability sampling)

– Using innovative methods (e.g., 7-day smartphone-based diary)

– Collecting a sizable quantity of data. (>30,000 person-days of data)

– Capturing comprehensive travel behavior data (person’s entire travel)

• Analytical use cases informing project design: 

– Model estimation for tour mode, trip mode, and auto ownership

– Expanded TNC tour and trip mode targets for model calibration

– Develop TNC user demographic and trip profiles for model calibration



What do we know about TNC users already? 
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TNC use varies by region. 65-75% of US adults have never 

used TNCs. Weekly TNC users are <5% of US adults.
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% of all US adults have ever 

used a TNC (2018-Q4, Pew)

*Pew data as of October 2018: https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/04/more-americans-are-using-ride-hailing-apps/
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TNCs are growing rapidly by adding new markets and gaining travel 

market share. NYC data suggests 320% TNC growth since 2016. 

1. Lyft data:  https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1759509/000119312519059849/d633517ds1.htm

2. Uber data:  https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1543151/000119312519103850/d647752ds1.htm#toc647752_4 

3. NYC data (NYC TLC:  https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/about/aggregated-reports.page
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Key elements of the TNC passenger study design
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Given concentration and infrequency of TNC use, what are 

best practices for TNC-focused data collection?

We need to get 3 methods right:

Address-based sampling w/ aggressive TNC-oversampling

1. Sampling TNC users Person-based study, but allow all adults in HH to participate

Mail letter & postcard to invited households

rMove/smartphone-based travel diaries

2. Capturing TNC trips 7-day travel periods for each person

TNC-tailored questionnaire

3. Weighting & representation   Use weighting methods similar

to household travel surveys

Presentation on sampling 

methods tomorrow morning 

Tues – Modeling Data

Presentation on TNC 

Mode in Mode Choice 

models 

(concurrent session)
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Participants are recruited to the study 

with custom-branded mailed invitations 

MAILED INVITATION 

MATERIALS

• Address-based sample 

• Invitation Letter / FAQ 

w/foreign language insert

• Reminder postcard

• Gift card incentives

RECRUITMENT
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Questionnaire captures comprehensive household, 

demographic, and travel data over the course of a week

1. Signup survey upon activating the app (basic HH composition)

2. Trip surveys after each trip 

e.g., “How did you travel to this destination?”

3. Daily ‘end-of-day’ surveys, covering a unique topic each day.

Topics include: employment, school, typical travel, land use, 

personal vehicle, and more.

Participants see 3 types of surveys in rMove
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Surveys are optimized to capture TNC trip information



Preliminary* results from the project
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San Francisco’s level of TNC use far outpaces the other counties in 

the Bay Area, with one-third of adults using TNCs weekly or more

% of adults from the Nine-County Bay Area TNC survey

* Preliminary results, unweighted

The Eight-County 

area also shows 

higher TNC use 

than San Diego & 

Sacramento 

(shown earlier)
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In SF, ~53% of TNC trips substituted for Transit, Walk, Bike, or 

not traveling. Outside of SF, it was ~47%. 

For TNC trips:  If Uber/Lyft, did not exist, how would you have made this trip?

* Preliminary results, unweighted
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Younger TNC users more likely to substitute for transit, walk/bike, or 

not traveling. Older users more likely to substitute for taxi/car trips.

For TNC trips:  If Uber/Lyft, did not exist, how would you have made this trip?

* Preliminary results, unweighted
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Bay Area data collection just ended in May. 

Now extending survey to San Diego and LA (in 2019).

BAY AREA DATA* SAN DIEGO & 

LOS ANGELES

COMBINED DATASET

• Collect similar-

sized datasets in 

both SD and LA

• Continue honing 

methods for 

efficiency

• TNC driver 

focused data 

collection effort

• Weighted dataset for each 

region, also combinable for 

the state

- Est. 8K+ TNC trips 

- Est. 50K+ days of 

data

- Est. 200K+ trips

• Reporting, including 

academic opportunities for 

analysis

* Preliminary results, unweighted
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